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A minivan does the same job more efficiently, but seems to carry a certain social stigma.
Station wagons used to do the job, but have now all but disappeared. So how does the
style-conscious consumer transport spouse, children, parents and pets? Urban architects have
known the answer for at least a century: Go vertical. The skyscraper principle applies equally to
motor vehicles. Start with a small-sedan chassis for handling, ride comfort, and fuel efficiency.
Build the body tall to pack more people and things inside the same footprint. Europeans, who
have lived with high fuel prices for decades, have been building and buying tall people movers
since the s. The Japanese, also, embraced the concept long ago. The idea is still novel in
America, but vehicles as good as the Mazda5 just might help it catch on. The Mazda 5, or
Mazda5, is built on the same mechanical platform as the compact Mazda3 sedan. But the tall
Mazda5 seats six, where even the Maxda6 sedan seats five at best. See how the game is played?
And it drives better than either a minivan or an SUV. All-new last year, Mazda5 was offered in
two well-equipped trim levels. The Mazda 5 is available in three trim levels. All are powered by
the same engine, a hp, 2. The automatic is standard on the new Grand Touring model. An
attractive and durable-looking fabric covers seats and door panels with seat side bolsters and
insets wearing contrasting textures. Externally, the mirrors turn body-color instead of black.
Safety features that come standard on all models include the required dual-action frontal
airbags, plus front seat-mounted side-impact airbags for torso protection, and head-protecting
side air curtains for all three rows of seats. Also, every seating position gets a three-point
seatbelt and an adjustable head restraint. The Mazda5 looks very much like a shrink-to-fit
version of the Mazda MPV minivan, one that has had six grown people belted inside then run
through a scalding hot car wash, snuggling it down to its occupants' spatial zones. The MPV is
of course built on a different mechanical platform and measures several inches larger than the
Mazda5 in every critical dimension. Still, the MPV is smaller than most other minivans, and in
styling cues, general outlines and silhouettes, the MPV and Mazda5 are very much in synch.
Mazda5's hood, though expansive, is better proportioned and flows more gracefully into the
windshield and A-pillars than the larger MPV's. A single, horizontal bar divides the Mazda5's
grille opening and supports the Mazda trademark logo. Fog lamps, when fitted, peer out of
oversized recesses outboard of a broad air intake fronted by a crosshatch mesh positioned in
the lower half of the wrap-around bumper fascia. Headlight housings slash into the fenders and
reach around the sides to touch the front wheel well arches, which are mostly filled by the tires.
From the side, the vista is much busier, although geometrically consistent. A strong wedge
influence flares character lines and surface planes from the pinched-down front end rearward to
a tall, chopped off, stubby tail rendered even more awkward by a pouting, bulbous rear bumper.
Matte black B-pillars and C-pillars play down the height of the glasshouse. Side mirrors attach
to the lower half of small, wind-wing-shaped quarter windows. Body-color, full-round handles
bridge concave circles in the doors. A gentle bulge crossing the doors' lower extremities ties
together the blistered fenders. The slots for the sliding side doors scar the flanks. The optional
side sill extensions create a ground-effect look that somehow works, giving the perspective a
more complete, more finished touch. The liftgate extends well into the rear bumper, removing
some visual mass from the back end, as well as easing loading with a low cargo floor. Trendy,
clear-lens taillight arrays are stacked on each side of the fixed rear window. The optional spoiler
drags the roofline back and out above the rear window, adding a bit of edginess to the Mazda5's
mostly egg-shaped rear outline. Other than the packaging, there's nothing special, or unique,
about the interior of the Mazda5. This isn't to discount the packaging. Making room for six
adults in a vehicle casting a smaller shadow than the company's five-passenger, Mazda6 sedan
is no small achievement. But beyond this, the interior is in line with what's to be expected of a
vehicle in the Mazda5's price range. The dashboard is very minivan-ish, with broad reaches of
quality plastic spreading far forward beneath the sharply raked windshield. Symmetrical right
and left panels belie the Mazda5's international character, as it's easily re-cobbled for right-hand
drive countries. The look is sleek and high tech, but with an odd-looking gash splitting the
upper and lower halves of the dash. Air vents shutter like window blinds if the cool or warm air
gets too much. Metallic-look plastic trims the center stack, shift console and front door handles.
The instrument cluster is pleasantly basic, with eye-catching contrasts between the
speedometer and supporting gauges. Equally pleasant surprises for a car in this class are the
steering wheel-mounted controls for audio and cruise settings. The display screen for the
optional navigation system rises out of the dash top above the center stack and offers four
angle settings to fight glare. A panel with the system's controls is tacked onto the console on
the driver's side of the shift gate. Audio and climate controls are sublime, with large, round
knobs and widely spaced, clearly marked buttons. The navigation system takes some
acclimation, what with the controls located down on the shift console, but they're basic enough
that the learning curve is relatively short. Seats are, well, adequate: best in the front row, then

losing both comfort and support as you move to the third row. Seat bottoms could be deeper,
and bolsters could be more substantive. The driver's seat height adjustment is manual and
pivots on the front of the seat bottom. Thus, the higher it's ratcheted, the less leg room it
leaves. And be aware the moving up to the moonroof-equipped models shaves off nearly 2
inches of headroom in the first row and about a quarter inch in the second. Head restraints are
adjustable in all three rows, but they, too, diminish in comfort in the second and third rows,
especially the rearmost, which are functional, yes, but add nothing to an already minimally
accommodating seat. On the other hand, in their lowered position in those two rows they cut so
sharply into the upper back that anybody sitting there will be sure to adjust them to an effective
height just to avoid the pain. And this is a good thing. Not many adults will want to park for very
long in the third row. There's plenty of head room, measuring only 1. It's in leg room and hip
room that the Mazda5 cramps third-row occupants. It gives up 2. Access to that third row is
achieved by yanking on a loop sticking out from between the second-row seat bottom and back
and folding the seat bottom forward; then, releasing a lever on the side and the seat back to fold
it forward. Suffice to say, climbing into the third row is best left to the truly limber and not very
tall. Visibility is good, as expected in a minivan-type transporter. The outside mirrors could be
farther forward, as the reason for those faux wind wings is so the track for the front door
windows can be far enough back that they'll roll all the way down. The view forward from the
second and third row seats is surprisingly unobstructed, thanks to each row being two inches
higher than the row in front, and to t. The Mazda5 is more utilitarian than fun. That said, it's a
pleasant car that in some ways delivers more than expected in some ways, while coming up a
bit short in others. Just using the Mazda5 is the best part. It tucks into tight parking spaces,
thanks in no small part to a turning circle that bests all the competition by several feet,
including the five-passenger Mazda6. Everyday errands are run with a reasonably clear
conscience, and without requiring a home equity loan, thanks to miles-per-gallon ratings
ranging from the low to mids. From behind the wheel, the Mazda5 is an OK driver. Steering isn't
especially precise, but it has good on-center feel and directional stability. For such a relatively
tall car, there's little buffeting from crosswinds or passing trucks. Brakes are solid, with
communicative pedal feedback. Throttle tip-in can be a bit quicker than expected, especially
when accelerating from a stop around a corner. But for the most part, engine response is easily
managed. Speaking of engine response, while the Mazda5 is reasonably peppy with a couple
people belted in, load it up with a weekend's worth of yard stuff or with another couple for a
night on the town, and movement gets a little sluggish. There's still enough torque to get
everything underway with relative ease, but beyond that, evidence of strain emerges. Planning
ahead is required for merging on to a freeway or for passing on a two-lane road. All that mass
also explores the brakes' limits and shifts the car's balance around, converting abrupt evasive
moves into exciting moments. Even unloaded, quick left-right-left transitions are best taken no
faster than socially responsible rates of travel. The shift lever for the automatic transmission
glides confidently through its gate. The automatic's manual shift mode is faithful to the concept,
holding the selected gear regardless of engine speed. Push up to shift down, push down to shift
up. The five-speed manual is definitely not a sporty gearbox, requiring careful aiming for gear
selection. Clutch engagement is smooth, and pedal take up is neither too light nor too heavy.
Road noise is not especially intrusive, no more so, certainly, than in the Ford Freestyle.
Suspension activity is more noticeable, with sharp pavement breaks resonating directly into the
cabin, in part due to weight savings that bring the Mazda5 in well under the Freestyle's two
tons. The Mazda5 is an impressive package in this price range. It seats six yet takes up less
space than a minivan and costs less to buy and operate. The new Grand Touring version adds a
touch of luxury to this otherwise utilitarian package. You must be logged in to post a comment
Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: Cargo volume: 90 cu. Suspension, f:
independent, MacPherson strut, coil springs, gas-pressure shocks, stabilizer bar Suspension, r:
independent, multi-link, coil springs, gas-pressure shocks, stabilizer bar Ground clearance: 5.
Curb weigth: lbs. Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not
include manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related
Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. This is a much better value and more practica. The RAV4's
back seat is barely accessible and has no leg room. Mazda 5 2nd row movable captains chairs
are so much better. I love the leather seats. The zippy feel on the road is great too. I have no
regrets. My husband is happy too. Handling on this euro-popular van is as good as it gets in a
six seater. We got this for the flexibility it offers. We only occasionally haul 5 or 6 around, but
we do like the pickup sized rear space for the home center runs. With a little padded plywood,
we plan to use the back as a foul-weather shelter when camping. If you drive a manual, skip the
auto and you'll enjoy a perkier driving experience. This car is great! We have had ours for 3
months now, and have no regrets. I am 25 with a wife and 9 month old, and my wife and I both

love the car. I love the big horsepower 4 cylinder, great on gas but still plenty of pickup. Very
versatile. The Mazda5 wears low profile tires. When I bought my car I was naive and thought I
could just change them out for full size tires. Because of the low to ground factor it scrapes on
things normal cars would just roll over. I once got completely stuck in a tiny bit of mud and had
to be pulled out. It was quite embarrassing. This also means it handles poorly in snow. Maybe
different tires would make this a bit better. The cabin is noisy. This is perhaps one of my biggest
pet peeves about the car. There is a third row. So the Mazda5 does technically seat 6. However,
the third row will not comfortably fit any one over five feet tall or with average length legs. The
air conditioning and heat take awhile to reach all the way back there. Also, when you have the
third row up your trunk area is almost nil. So imagine trying to fit a family of six and Christmas
presents from three sets of people in there? The gas mileage on the Mazda5 is decent for the
size of it. My daughter was driving about half an hour one way to work, three days a week and
one hour once a week to dance class and this took most of the tank. The Mazda5 uses the
computerized key fob with the jack knife style key. My car only came with one. So I always freak
out about people losing or breaking the key. So, you may be asking what do I like? I like the side
sliding doors, those are nice. My particular Mazda5 came with a DVD player and wireless
headphones, so that is great for trips. It also has a six CD changer, which I personally
appreciate very very much. I like the seat adjustments, the lumbar support is probably my
favorite. Do buy it if you value cup holders! Bought the car new in December and have put K on
it. Good - reliable engine and tranny. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Used
Mazda 5 Consumer Reviews More about the 5. More about the 5. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. I
call it my Princess and Pea car. Heather D. Items per page:. Write a review See all 5s for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the 5. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Your morning commute just got brighter Take all
your friends and family along for the ride thanks to third row seating. Don't wait until it is too
late! Call today to schedule an appointment. We have a huge selection of quality pre-owned
vehicles to fit any budget. We only sell vehicles that we would buy ourselves. Golden Sand
exterior and Sand interior, Mazda5 Sport trim. This solid choice also promises good fuel
economy and delivers outstanding room for four plus lots of stuff--four adults, a little cargo and,
in the 3rd-row seats, two tykes. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration.
Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase.
Pre-Auction Car. This vehicle failed to meet Breakaway Honda's retail used car inspection.
Some of these Pre-Auction cars are unreliable or unsafe based on Breakaway Honda's
standards and are therefore deemed "Tow Away";. No Warranty is expressed or implied. Prices
are Non-Negotiable. Cars will not be held. Cash or Certified Funds are required at time of
purchase. Drivers License and Proof of Insurance required. Free Car Fax Available. This Mazda
is ready to take care of your family today. With it's convenient sliding doors and large trunk, it is
ready to haul all of your stuff too!!! We have carefully inspected this Mazda to make sure it is
safe and ready to drive for you. Call today to schedule a test drive!!! Recent Arrival! Odometer is
miles below market average! Blaine, MN, 1- In the 35 years since we opened our doors, we have
developed a top-notch reputation for servicing and supplying automobile dealers across the
region. Audio Input. At The Autobarn Mazda of Evanston we always aim to be open, honest and
transparent. We have a large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles of every make
and model, and always over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and enthusiastic
Product Specialists are ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular. Please feel
free to call us at or visit our website at This Mazda Mazda5 Sport is value priced to sell quickly!
It has a great looking Galaxy Gray exterior and a Black interior! Please call us to confirm
availability and to schedule a hassle free test drive. Powered by a fuel-efficient 2. This Front
Wheel Drive has plenty of power to get you around town with ease and passing on the interstate
while securing nearly 27mpg on the highway! The sleek exterior reveals fog lamps, roof rails,
body-side moldings, and great-looking wheels! Whether you see this Grand Touring as a
minivan or a compact wagon with the roof raised and sliding side doors, it will meet your needs
and exceed your expectations! The interior is ideally configured for your on-the-go lifestyle!
Indulge yourself with our Mazda5 Grand Touring with its roomy, comfortable cabin and
confident performance. Print this page and call us Now Come experience a friendly, comfortable
shopping experience with no pressure. Our all-new staff is dedicated to the highest customer
service in sales, parts and service departments. We have over 50 loaner vehicles and offer free
carwashes for life! All of our pre-driven vehicles undergo a complete, thorough inspection and if
we feel they meet our standards we then fully recondition and detail them to sell to our valued
customers. See dealership for details. So buy with confidence. Just the right size vehicle for any

thing you need. Carry extra passengers or extra stuff. Sits up without driving an oversized
vehicle. Check it out since at this price it won't last long. Mazda5 Sport trim. A healthy dose of
fun and practicality. We would like to thank our customers for ma
isuzu trooper manual
69 camaro voltage regulator
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king us among the highest rated dealers in Lincoln on Google reviews with 4. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Sport 59 Grand Touring 35 Touring Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Manual 2. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Home Mazda Mazda 5 Used Mazda 5. Overall Consumer Rating. This is a much better
value and more practica. The RAV4's back seat is barely accessible and has no leg room. Mazda
5 2nd row movable captains chairs are so much better. I love the leather seats. The zippy feel on
the road is great too. I have no regrets. My husband is happy too. Sign Up.

